
October 20, 2015 
 
 
Mr. Yon Lambert,  
Director of Transportation and Environmental Services (T&ES), City of Alexandria 
 

I am writing as Chair of the Alexandria Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee 
(BPAC) to provide comments for the Pedestrian and Bicycle chapters of the City’s 
Transportation Master Plan. This letter provides overarching comments and forwards additional 
comments and recommendations in two attachments.  
 

BPAC greatly appreciates efforts to develop Transportation Master Plan chapters with 
both policy guidance and prioritized actions.  Prioritized actions (strategies) that support specific 
and measureable goals and objectives, with expected timeframes to meet those goals and 
objectives, are key to making Alexandria a safe and comfortable place to walk and bike. 
    
 BPAC recommends strengthening the Vision Zero strategy. Current draft Goals and 
Objectives include Safety as a primary goal with objectives to eliminate pedestrian and cyclist 
“fatalities and injuries citywide”. Staff has proposed a strategy to “Develop a Vision Zero 
program that outlines the framework, budget and staffing needed to work towards eliminating 
“pedestrian and bicycle-related deaths” in Alexandria. BPAC recommends strengthening the 
Vision Zero strategy statement as follows:  

1. Correct the stated purpose of the Vision Zero program to eliminate injuries, not just 
fatalities, consistent with the stated objective to eliminate both.  

2. Set an aggressive timeframe to develop a Vision Zero program (Strategy #11), for 
example, “… develop a Vision Zero program within 18 months…”   

3. Include illustrative examples of program elements to better educate and inform the 
public. Specific examples are provided in the first attachment.  

   
BPAC recommends that the plan include prioritized “Completes Streets” projects. 

Draft materials to date only included top projects in separate categories, e.g. Top 10 sidewalk 
projects and Top 10 on-street bikeways. This approach is logical, but incomplete. Important 
projects for people who walk and people who bike (or drive), may not have scored well enough 
individually, but, when combined as a “Complete Streets” project, warrant being addressed as a 
Top priority project. For example, residents have conveyed safety concerns for all users, i.e. 
people who walk, bike, use transit and drive, on Seminary Road. BPAC recommends that the 
Pedestrian chapter include at least a few top “Complete Streets” projects in Alexandria, where 
the safety of multiple users is a concern, not just a single user.   

 
BPAC recommends a stronger commitment to implementing separated bike lanes 

and neighborhood bikeways. There is increasing evidence to suggest that these measures are 
significantly more effective than other bikeway options at encouraging more people to bike. 





BPAC Comments on DRAFT Strategies (revised 8/21/2015) 
 
 

Pedestrian Program and Policy Strategies 
 
1. Strategy #11: “Conduct an evaluation of traffic fatalities and develop a Vision Zero program 

that outlines the framework, budget and staffing needed to work towards eliminating 
pedestrian and bicycle related deaths in Alexandria”. BPAC recommends strengthening 
the Vision Zero strategy, including the following specific changes:  

a. Make developing a Vision Zero program the #1 strategy instead of #11, and set an 
aggressive timeframe consistent with Safety as a primary and overarching goal. For 
example, “… develop a Vision Zero program within 18 months…”   

b. Correct the stated purpose of the Vision Zero program to eliminate injuries, not just 
fatalities, consistent with the stated objective to eliminate both.  

c. Include illustrative examples of program elements to better educate and inform the 
public, including the following specific examples of items that should be considered 
in development of the Vision Zero program: 

i. Develop targeted outreach and education for people who live, work, and visit 
Alexandria to increase their knowledge of safe behaviors and traffic laws.   

ii. Prioritize safety while minimizing other impacts with initiatives such as 
Leading Pedestrian Intervals with No Right Turn on Red.  

iii. Evaluate prototype high-payoff/low-cost policy initiatives such as 25 mph 
speed limits and use of $200 fines for speeding on neighborhood streets.  

d. Address whether the plan will include measures to eliminate all crash injuries, i.e. not 
just for people who walk or bike. 

 
Pedestrian Engineering Strategies 
 
1. Strategy #1: “Apply the Complete Streets Design Guidelines for all new development and 

future capital improvement projects.” As written, this strategy could be interpreted to mean 
that the Complete Streets Guidelines only apply to new development and major capital 
projects. Revise to be consistent with the Complete Street Policy with requires “that every 
street project shall incorporate to the extent possible Complete Streets infrastructure...”  
 

2. Strategy #5: As currently written, Strategy #5 improves crossing conditions … “for all new 
development and future capital improvement projects” and does not address improving 
crossing conditions in existing area without new development.  

a. Recommend this strategy be clarified to “ensure safe crossing conditions, for all new 
development and future capital improvement projects and in areas with current 
safety concerns or high numbers of people who walk.”  

 



3. Strategy #5.a. “Evaluate current signal timing practices and revise, as needed, to minimize 
pedestrian crossing delay while maintaining vehicle throughput.” 

a. Re-write to prioritize safety over vehicle throughput: Re-word to “Evaluate current 
signal timing practices and revise, as needed, to improve safety and minimize 
pedestrian crossing delay while maintaining vehicle minimizing the impact on 
vehicle throughput.” 

 
4. Strategy #5.b. “Prioritize select angled intersections with high crash rates and long crossing 

distances to reduce pedestrian exposure and increase visibility for and of pedestrian” 
a. Explicitly address leading pedestrian intervals and elimination of Right Turn on Red. 

For example, add “through applications of measures such as Leading Pedestrian 
Intervals and elimination of right turn on red for these intersections.”  

 
5. Strategies #9 and #10 “Improve walkability, connectivity and ADA access to …” These 

strategies omit the requirement to provide buffers for people who walk along arterial 
roadways as currently included in the City’s 2008 Transportation Master Plan. BPAC 
recommends including the requirement to provide buffers for people who walk in Strategies 
9 and 10, consistent with the existing Transportation Master Plan.  
 

6. Add new Strategy #11:  Evaluate each crash involving injuries to a person who was walking 
or biking to determine root causes and applicable action, including education, engineering 
and enforcement. Make the results of these evaluations available to the public.  

 
7. Add new Strategy #12: Include an evaluation of the amount and scale of street/sidewalk 

lighting when planning intersection, sidewalk or Complete Street projects.  
 

Bicycle Engineering Strategies 
 
1. Strategy #2 Implement and evaluate separated bike lanes and neighborhood bikeways. BPAC 

recommend adding a commitment to implement at least one of each within a near-term 
timeframe, e.g. within wo years. Consider separating draft sub-bullet 2.a. into two sub-bullets 
– one addressing implementation and the other evaluation.  
 

2. Strategy #3. Improve access and safety for all users on trails, particularly at entrance/exit 
points. BPAC recommends adding new sub-bullet 3.e. “Where bollards are necessary, they 
should be installed or modified to meet the guidelines in the Federal Highway Administration 
"Recreational Trails Program".   
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/recreational_trails/guidance/bollards_access.cfm”  
 

3. Add new strategy #10 to ensure that new trails and similar facilities meet standards, 
particularly when they facilities are developer-provided amenities. “Ensure that new trail and 
similar facilities, including developer-provided facilities meet standards, such as appropriate 
wayfinding and signage and avoidance of utility boxes on the trail.”  

  



BPAC Comments on DRAFT Priority Projects (Pedestrian Projects dated 9/3/2015, and Bicycle 
Projects dated 8/21/2015). 
 
1. BPAC recommends ensuring that the City’s Transportation Master Plan remain 

consistent with the City Council-adopted Complete Streets Policy, namely, that the 
Director of T&ES “ensure the integration, accommodation, and balance of the needs of all 
users are considered in all transportation projects.” Draft documents contain examples that 
conflict with this policy by allocating higher priority to motor vehicles at the expense of 
people who walk and bike. Singling out specific road users as more important, particularly 
motor vehicles, is both contrary to the approved Complete Streets Policy and bad 
transportation policy. BPAC recommends removing and avoiding statements in the City’s 
Transportation Master Plan such as “It is the City’s objective to implement projects without 
impacting parking” or “No removal of parking or travel lanes is anticipated”. Each project 
for people who walk and bike should be engineered with specific primary objectives, such as 
safety, without Master Plan statements that provide a-priori constraints for a particular user.  

a. Example #1: Remove the 2nd statement in the Disclaimer of each Draft Priority 
Project Map that states “The City’s objective is to implement projects without 
impacting parking.”  

b. Example #2: Remove the 3rd statement in the Prince /Cameron Streets project note 
that reads: “No removal of parking or travel lanes is anticipated”. A-priori constraints 
on a project that has not been the subject of a public comment opportunity are 
inappropriate for the Transportation Master Plan. 

 
2. BPAC recommends that the plan include prioritized “Completes Streets” projects. 

Draft materials to date only included top projects in separate categories, e.g. Top 10 sidewalk 
projects and Top 10 on-street bikeways. This approach is logical, but incomplete. Important 
projects for people who walk and people who bike (or drive), may not have scored well 
enough individually, but, when combined as a “Complete Streets” project, warrant being 
addressed as a Top priority project. For example, residents have conveyed safety concerns 
for all users, i.e. people who walk, bike, use transit and drive, on Seminary Road. BPAC 
recommends that the Pedestrian chapter include at least a few top “Complete Streets” 
projects in Alexandria, where the safety of multiple users is a concern, not just a single user.  
 

3. BPAC recommends greater transparency for the Top Projects selection process:  list all 
projects evaluated, with the input score for each criterion for each project. Staff 
proposed a weighted criteria scoring process to inform the “Top Project” selection with 
repeated assurances that the weighted scoring would inform a subsequent selection process, 
not be used as the exclusive decision criteria for “top projects”. Additionally, weighted 
scoring results published to date have only included a list of “Top Projects 10” with no 
amplifying information, such as how staff scored the associated input factors. BPAC 
recommends making public all of the projects considered, including input and output scores 
for each criteria for each project. 



4. BPAC recommend clarifying the interpretation of “Top 10 project” priorities.  
a. What does it mean for a project to be in the top 10? Not in the top 10?  
b. What is the significance of being the #1 project versus the #10 project of the $5 

project versus the #6 project?  
 

5. BPAC recommends including sidewalks on Commonwealth Avenue, north of Braddock 
Road as a Top Ten Project for people who walk, based on safety concerns in this location.  

 
6. BPAC recommends that On-Street Project #6 (Beauregard Street) be changed to the 

section of Beauregard between the northern boundary of the Beauregard Small Area 
Plan (BSAP) and King Street. Applicable projects for people who bike within the BSAP 
are expected to be completed as part of re-development. A project to extend BSAP bike 
facilities north along Beauregard Street is the more urgently-needed project. 

 
7. BPAC recommends including an additional On-Street Project for the section of 

Seminary Road between Quaker lane and Francis C. Hammond Middle School. The 
safety risks in this corridor are extremely high as a result of excessive motor vehicle speeds. 
Trip generation and demand appear to have been undervalued in the scoring/weighting 
process considering the schools, and other planned developments in the area. Given the 
associated concerns for people who walk in this area, BPAC also recommends that this 
section of Seminary Road be a “Top Complete Streets Project” 

 
8. BPAC recommends that the plan identify and prioritize Trails that are unsafe and/or 

substandard, i.e. too narrow for safe use.  
 
 


